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Abstract

The Realism of MO/Nal and Parental

Roles on Television

Programs broadcast by the three major television networks

that portrayed contemporary American families were analyzed

for one week to discern the frequency of specified televised

marital and parental role behaviors. The purpose of this content

analysis was to determine what behaviors the television spouses

displayed toward each other. and_toward_their_children.-- -Televised

marital and parental role behaviors are usually conflict free

emphasizing affectionate and altruistic concerns for one's spouse

and children. According to the cultural norms theory, television

can influence viewers' behavior patterns by structuring its

"messages" in certain repetitive ways. These marital and parental

role behaviors on television can serve as imitative moaels for the

viewer, enabling him to learn appropriate behavior for future use.



The Realism of Marital and Parental,Roles on Television

Relatively little scientific attention has been directed toward the

mass medium of television. Yet this medium is ubiquitious, espe-

cially in the United States. In 1963, Appell indicated that there were

more homes with television sets than phones, cars, bath tubs, or refrig-

erators. As of April 1970, 96% of all households in che United States

had at least one set; 29% had two or more (Statistical Abstract, 1972:

497). By household annual income, of families having less than $3,000

income in 1971, 774 had at least one black and white set: 16% had a

color set. Of those families having incomes of $25,000 and over, 82%

had black and white sets while 79% had color sets (Statistical Abstract,

1972: 328).

--111d-AMOUnt-b-f-televiSibh- VidWing-In-en-jrgiVen hiMie-i's mot e im-

portant than its presence per se. LoSciuto (1972:54) indicated that

in his sample of some 250 families, the median viewing tiMe pet-day

was 183 minutes or 3 hours and three minutes. On the average, an

adult in the United States will spend ten years of his life before

the set (Looney, 1971). "Television has become a .:7ift: it has taken

up more than its share of the increasing leisure time" (Meyersohn,

1957: 360). "Television takes up more American lei.:,!re time than any other

activity" (Rosenberg and'White, 1957: 11). Nicholas Johnson (1970: 14)

a former FCC commissioner comments: "By the time they (pre-schoolers)

enter first grade, they will have received more hours of instruction

from television networks than they will later receive from college

profs while earning a bachelor's d.-!gree" (1970: 14). In light of

the preceding information, as well as other similar materials, many
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people are concerned about the impart of television on the viewer as

well as society at large.

There are many and varied opinions regarding the impact of tele-

vision on its viewers. These include arguments that television viewing

is biologically dangerous becauze of X-ray emissions; it creates passivity

in the viewer; and it debases culture (Meyersohn, 1957: 345). Anders

contends that now each individual is treated as a mass man, all being

.served the same identical product. "The individuality of each human

being is being erased in the comforts of the living room rocker" (1957: 360).

Larsen has indicated several effects of mass communication of which tele-

vision is one important medium. These include:

1. Mass communication has not only introduced new content
into the patterns of conversation and interpersonal
interaction but has also become a force for the standard-
ization- o-g speech-pa-t,..tiams- and otim-r-lanstlage -----

habits.

2. Mass communication has altered family patterns. The
media challenge traditional lines of authority by in .
fluencing the basis of family formation through the
portrayal of romantic values by offering guidance on
family problems, by redefining parental roles and re-
infol.cing the prerogatives of children, and by creating
new choice points in the budgeting of family recrea-
tional activities.

3. Mass communication, coupled with mass production, has
magnified material values, created "thing" conscious-
ness, and generally elevated the perception of the im-
portance of the economic sphere (1964: 353).

Klapper, in his approach to the question of the impact of tele-

vision cautions that one must assess stimuli in terms of their contri-

butions along with other influences operating in the same total observed

situation. He proposes:

The efficiency of mass communication, either as a
contributory agcat or as an agent of direct action,
is affected by various aspects of thezaedia and com-

N.



munications themselves or of the communication setting
(the nature of the source awl medium, the existing
climate of public opinion, etc.) (1960: 8)

Schramm is in agreement with Klapper when he indicates that "Mass

communication never acts by itself on an individual. Whatever effect

mass communication has, it will have jointly with other determining

forces, of which the most important two are the individual's personality

resources and his group relationships" (1957: 53, 54). The idea of a

mass audience ". . . an audience of separated individuals, receiving

mass communication like a hypodermic needle under their individual

skins, and reacting to it . . " is just not the case (Schramm, 1957: 54).

In 1972, the National Institute of Nental Health published a five

volume set of articles entitled Television and Social Behavior . These

research findings presented clearly the ongoing controversy, confusion

Noting all the methodological, theoretical, and. other problems

ass_ociated with_television.studies,-i.t is apparentthat television--

does have some impact on some people in some situations. Much research

into the impact of television has dealt with its violent content. Since

". . . it has been shown convincingly that children are exposed to a

substantial amount of violent content on television, and that they can

remember and learn from such exposure. . ." (Liebert, 1972: 29 , many

attempts have been made to test the matter of effects. Two key questions

concern whether or not a viewer will acquire and subsequently accept

televised behaviors. Acquisition is the ability to reproduce previously

unfamiliar acts as a consequence of observational learning. Acceptance

is the adoption of some behavior patterns, learned from observation that

may be utilized by the observer at some future time.. Liebert notes:
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If a child has learned some new behavior, then he clearly
possesses the potential to produce it if (or when) he
finds himself in a sitnation in which such a performance
appears to be desirabl.2, useful, or likely to ,serve his
own purposes. Thus, although learning does not neces-
sarily lead to action, it does make possible the per-
formance of otherwise unavailable forms of social re-
sponses. (1972t 3)

Stevenson,in writing about the impact of Sesame Street, indicates

that positive as well as negative materials may be learned from -ale-

vision. "We now know that television programs can be designed to be

attractive to preschool children and to lead to positive effects on their

cognitive developmene (1972:346) Not all the projects have been

liMit6d- to-children.---LoSciuto_(1972)found_ that some of the adults

in his sample felt they learned about the world, how to handle social

situations, and how to cope with some personal problems. Many also

-f -tea vv-i cra --draire retreereo'liTCYdall S el raT131;

s ome parents used examples shown on television programs as models of

_support-in-interaction-with-children-.-

In terms of patterns of television use, LoSciuto found:

Over 60% (of 252 families) listed entertainment and re-
laxation as the major reason for viewing. Another 187.
said to 'kill time'. A minority (8%) said 'to keep up
with what was going on' and 4% said that they were
.participating in a learning or self-improvement ex-
perience. Such reasons became even more prominent in
second and third reasons for viewing. It would appear
therefore, that a substantial minority of viewers feel
that their television viewing is not entirely a frivo-
lous or escapist use of time (1972: 59)

In pursuing the question of learning from television viewing,

LoSciuto (1972: 72) reports that his respondents most often reported

that they learned how to solve problems. In the case of soap operas,

it was one's own problems.

The amount of realism portrayed is an important variable in deter-

mining whether or not television viewers will acquire and/or accept

7
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b-eadcast materials. On this matt.rLoSciuto reports:

notes:

Twice as many respondents (607) said their favorite
programs showed 'life os it really is' than did not
(307); the remaining 104 claimed it was only partially
realistic. When asked to explain their answer about
programs being realistic, the majority pointed out that
things like this happen in real life . . . . If many
of these shows arc drama or situation comedies, the
fiction is evidently capable of yielding perceived in-
sight into everyday real world transactions (197g: 72).

Katzman (1972) on the potential impact of television sefials

The almost realism of the character and themes, the
repetition due to slow pace, and the extremely large
number of hours spent viewing soap operas indicate that
these shows have great potential power. They can es-
tablish or reinforce value systems. rley can legitimize
behavior and remove taboos about discussing sensitive
topics such as drugs and premarital sex (212).

Christenson, commenting on the materials presented-by-mass-com---

"muniCaCron, notes:

Whether it be via newspaper, magazines, books, motion
pictures, radio or television, modern man is being bom-
barded-almost-constantly-with-facts, ideas, pecsuasion;-
and emcitional stimulations of one sort or another . .

5ince sex, love, marriage, and parenthood are in-
trinsically interesting, it is understanda'ole that a
large proportion of the mass communication barrage is
directed toward the family. AlmosC every publication
one reads or program one hears or sees contains some
thing on a family related theme. (Emphasi3 Christenson's).
At their best, these outpourings both inform and motivate
the consuming public toward accepted goals in family;

"at the worst they only distort and destroy. Of course,
the great bulk of what is offered lies somewhere between
these two extremes (1964: 978).

There is an overlapping of fiction and reality in the television

fare that has not been given the thorough investigation it deserves,

especially when one considers the ubiquity of and attention presently

given television. The need for analyses of television content becomes

extremely important if one assumes that many viewers can acquire new

behavior patterns and accept them as behavioral models in their own
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social interaction. The amount of cealism (telling it like it is)

perceived by the viewer is a very important variable in determining

how much, if any, material one acquires and accepts. Below are the
41.1

result§ of an analysis of one week's lelevision fare which invesligated the

amount of realism in.programs portraying contemporary marital and

family settings.

PROCEDURES

During one week in January 1973, 59 programs wele video-taped

and their contents analyzed to 'iscern the televiseJ marital and

parental role behavior. This time peri6d-was selected so as to be late

enough.in the television programMing season to exclude shcws already

,

dropped by the networks as well as early enOUgh. to-avotd-urepeats'%

For three weeks prier to the actual sample collection, saturation viewing

was done to locate(in terms of time and nttrwork) those programs which

portrayed contemporary American marriages and families. Programs which

had as their time setting present American society as opposed to

the colonial, the frontier or.the days of the "Great Depression"

were defined as "contemporary." After discerning which programs

composed the Universe under consideration, eaCh program was assivned a

number. From these was selected a modified random sample. Because of

limited video taping facilities, it was not possible to tape more than

one show at any given time period. In cases where selected programs

conflicted in broadcast time, they were again randomly drawn to select

only one program.

9



Table I

Subject-matter broadcast by networks and type

of program in exclusive hours and minutesa

CBS

TYPE of Prarm Hours Minutes

Serials 7:17 437 3:02

Movies 1:29 89 1:28

Liht Situation

Comedies 2:23 163 1:56

Studio Quiz

Prestige Drama

NETWORKS

Hours

NBC ABC

Minutes Hours

182 1:06

88 1:06

116 1:57

Total

Minutes Hours Minutes

66 10:25 685

66 4:0 241

117 -6:36 396

20 20

54 54

aContains 0-commercfar-s",..irrelevant crediti-
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These 59 recordings were of 29 distinct broadcasts composing five

types of television programs: serirls, light situation comedies, movies,

studio quiz, and dramatic programs. Respective examples include: "Days

of Our Lives," '"The Paul Lynde Show," "Diary of a Mad HOusewife," "The

Newlywed Game," and "Owen Marshall: Counselor at Law." Daily broadcasts

are typical of the serials and some light situation comedies. Therefore,

37 broadcasts of the serials, 17 light comedies, 3 movies'and 1 each of

studio-quiz and dramatic programs made up the total sample analyzed.

Programs produced only by the three national networks were included

in the sample; no local station produced such programs. CBS had 35

programs, NIIC 14, and ABC, 10. In terms of exclusive minutes (no leads,

tails, or credits included), these programs contained 1396 minutes (23

- - ay- 16- -mi nut m)-- ofc emptyr arr -ma rita-1- ari4- pa rell-tal-1711t7a-C '

Table I indicates the exclusive number of minutes broadcast by networks

-c.nd-types-of programs.--

,1

Table I here
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Each program was video taped and its content coded by means of an

instrument listing contemporary marital and parental roles. This instru-

ment was developed with the assistance of several classes in sociology of

the family at a large midwestern university. These classes, composed of

mostly unmarried undergraduates with a variety of academic majors, were

asked to indicate what they considered to be contemporary, normal and

typical behaviors of husbands-wives and fathers-mothers. Because of the

open-ended nature of their responses, it was necessary for us to reduCe

and compact their responses into a manageable list. Those behaviors most

frequently mentioned composed the instrument. The frequency of each act

was enumerated as well as the source of the behavior; i.e., the act

originated with the husband and was directed to his wife or children.

These specific frequencies will not be discussed here; rather the present

discussion is limited to the realism of televised marital and familial roles.

How realistic are marital and parental roles on television? To what

degree do television programs portraying contemporary American marriages and

families "tell it like it is?" Realism for the purpose of this investigation

is defined as acts reflecting people's actual marital and familial behavior

in a sensible and ordinary manner. The behaviors listed by tho student

sample were by their definition normal and realistic. This question of the

realism between the world of the viewer and television's portrayal is

extremely important because of tho dual assumptions that television can

influence behavior and thereby influence society as well as individual

viewers. In othor words, it is possible that not only do viewers acquire

televised behavior patterns but they might also adopt them in their own,

daily lives. Furthermore, if one were to view the television medium as

a component of society, functional questions as to its consequences both

13
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for the viewers and society can be formulated:- As was previously noted

4 by LoSciuto (1972), many viewers perceive television programs to be

realistic and some specifically watch and learn from them.

At this time a gap exists in the literature as to what marital and

parental role behaviors are being televised as well as those that might

be acquired and or adopted as models of marital and parental behavior.

The following discussion aims at supplying some answers as to television

content in the area of concern.

DISCUSSION

The role behaviors indicated by the recording instrument were com-

pared to a middle-class semple's inventory of role behaviors done by

Hurvitz (1961). This inventory was assumed to be exemplary of role

behavior in the average American middle-class family. To the degree

that televised marital and parental role behavior coincide with those of

Hurvitz's samplo, ono can assess their degree of realism (at least as far

as middle-class standards are concerned).

Role behaviors of the husband according to Hurvitz's sample (these

behaviors are underlined to facilitate comparison) include his doing his

jobs around the house. These include yard work, various repairs, and

other masculine type jobs. Also he is to display an interest in making

the house pleasant to live in. (Similar behaviors were found in an urban

American family sample by Silverman and Hill) (1967). Such acts accounted

for a small minori lf all marital and parental behavior portrayed. In

one program, a husband took out the garbage onco because his wife asked

him to. Routine daily household responsibilities of middle-class husbands

aro absent from the role behaviors of televised husbands. Rather they are

,
portrayed as having no household duties or responsibilities.

Tho husband is a companion to his wife, sharing his leisure time with

14
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her, rather than with children or friends, displaying an interest in what

she is doing, refraining from ridicule or abuse of her, seeking to help

her fulfill herself, and viewing her as a confidante with whom he can

discuss various matters. Televised role behaviors are very similar. Tele-
.

vision husbands display an interest in the wife's activities, express their

concern for their wife's well being, demonstrate verbal and physical

affection, and parpcipate in recreational activities with their spouses.

Fifty percent (174) of all the behaviors initiated by the husband were

classified as displaying verbal and physical affection and concern toward

the wife. Furthermore, television husbands assisted, complimented, com-

forted and discussed various matters with their spouses. Hurvitz's role

behaviors do not include any violent behavior on the part of the middle-

class husband; they refrain from abuse and ridicule of their wife. Only

two acts out of 359 enumerated could be classified as violent and these

were only verbal threats.

Middle class husbands assist the children in thier development by

being their friend, teacher and guide. This involves leisure-time

activities, helping with school work, peer problems, etc. He uses punish-

ment understandingly .and disciplines in relationship to the situation,

avoiding abuse of the children. Television fathers do likewise. Although

scenes portraying parent-child interactions were much less frequent than

husband-wife, those broadcast depicted fathers displaying affection

toward their children, participating in recreational activities, and dis-

playing concern for children's activities and interests. Television fathers

wore the chief disciplinarians; however, no father physically hit a child.

Discipline was being "sent to bed" or being "scolded".

Middle class husbands earn the living and support the family. Hus-

/

bands on tolevion likewise aro the primary breadwir%ers.

Husbands do their wife's work around the house if his help is needed.

15
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Such times would be when the wife was ill or required by special circum-

stances. No such acts were displayed by the television husbands.

Being a sexual partner to his wife is another middle-class-husband's

role behavior. He gains as well as gives sexual satisfaction with his wife,

not showing sexual interest in other women. Other than kissing, there were

no acts typifying sexual interaction between spouses in the television

sample. The television husbands did, however, display attention and

affection both verbally and physically toward thier wives. Contrary to

middle class expectations, there were two displays of extra-marital

interest. These were implied to be sexual in nature, but were, of course,

not displayed. In this one area, behavior of television husbands is in

contradiction to middle-class norms.

If the family is still divided after discussing a given issue, the

middle-class husband decides. The husband is recognized and referred to by

his wife as the decision-maker, casting the "tie-breaking vote" when

needed. Televised behaviors on this matter do not show the husband to be

patriarchal but equalitarian, sharing the decision-making with his spouse.

Nor would it appear that the middle-class husband is a patriarch. Therefore,

television husbands arc similar in this respect.

Managing the family income and finances is the responsibility of the

husband. Bringing home the money, planning for its use, subordinating

his immediate needs for the long range goals of the family, and developing

plans for future family security arc also his duties. Husbands on television

display more concern over financial matters than do wives. In all other ways,

the duties of television husbands as a money manager are neglected.

Finally, the middle-class husband represents and advances his family

in the community. In this area the husband wants the family to "get ahead"

and avoid dependence on otbers. The husband holds attitudes and values

consistent with community standards. By omitting acts to the contrary,

16
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television husbands are consistent with middle-class norms. Only by

inference can one state that television husbands depict similar behavior.

It can be observed from table II that the role behaviors of many middle-

class husbands are displayed on television. As indicated, there are some

notable exceptions. Nevertheless, it can be stated that television husbands

do display behaviors that are typical of middle-class husbands. Furthermore,

one can speculate that for many viewers, the behaviors displayed by tele-

vision husbands are real and meaningful for them. The social history of

the viewer, his unique set of predispositions, and his group setting may

affect his perception and interpretation of the behaviors of the television

husbands. Therefore, the effects of these portrayals must remain hypo-

thetical at this time.

Table II here

17



TABLE II

Middle-class husbands' role behaviors as compared to
television husbands' role behaviors

MIDDLE-CLASS HUSBANDS

Do Household Jobs
Companion to Wife
Assist Children's Development
Earn Living
Do Wife's Work
Display Family Religion
Sexual Partner to Wife
Decision-Maker
Manage-Family Income
Advance Family in Community

$

18

TELEVISION HUSBANDS

Refrain from doing household tasks
Companion to Wife
Assist Children's Development
Earn Living
Do NOT do Wife's Work
Do NOT display Family Religion
Are NOT sexual partners
Equalitarian Decision-Maker
Manage Family Income
Advance Family in Community
Complain about Spouse
Commit Few Violent Acts
Engage in Few Extra-Marital Acts
Display jealousy
Leave Spouse
Argue with Spouse



The realism of the television wives' role behavior, can likewise

be investigated. The middle-class wife helps earn the living when her

husband needs her help or when the familY needs more money. WiVes accept

the job of breadwinner temporarily in cases of illness or husband's in-

capacitation. Such was not the case with television wives. There were

portrayals of working wives, but in none was it apparent that she had to

work to assist her husband. Of necessity, divorced or widowed femals

were working. Television wives who were working were doing so because they

wanted to and not because of financial circumstances. There were also no

indications that any of the working wives wanted to become the primary

breadwinner of the family.

Middle-class wives also display the family religion, giving the

children an understanding of the family's religious identification.

Television wives do not display such acts.

Caring for the children's everyday needs includes clothing, feeding,

transportation, supervision of play activities, etc. Television wives/

mothers do likewise. However, mother-child interaction on television is

much less frequent than these writers believe takes place in the real world.

By omission of this interaction, television does not emphasize the reality

of parent-child interaction. The daily reoutines and often monotonous

duties of motherhood are not often televised. In this way, the wife/mother

of television does not portray a totally realistic picture of the middle-

class wife as homemaker.

The middle-class wife is also to be a sexual partner to her husband

giving as well as gaining sexual satisfaction with him. She is not interes-

ted in sexual relations with other men, nor does she use the sexual relation-

ship to manipulate her husband. She desires to hold her husband's sexual

interest. All of the television wives displayed behaviors consonant with

these expectations. However, as was true for television husbands, a small

19



minority of television wives also displayed extra-marital affairs limited

to kissing with implied further sexual involvements. Television wives

depicted no more sexual involvement than kissing even with their husbands.

A corollary of this set of expectations, middle-class wives as well as tele-

vision wives displayed an interest in having children with their husband.

Television wives are in agreement with and supportive of the middle-class

wives' desire for children.

Serving as a model of women for the children entails being also a

model of what a wife and mother is to be. She is well organized,

refraining from deviant behavior such as alcoholism, criminality, etc.

She accepts a limited range of extra-familial duties and responsibilities,

believing it to be more important to spend most of her time within the

family unit. Also she believes it to be more desirable to be married

an rear a family than not. Television wives display acts consonant

with these expectations.

Middle-class wives are Lo help the children grow by being their

friend, teacher, and guide, by participating in their world, by spending

leisure-time together, assisting with school work, etc. Also they are

to use punishment understandingly, refraining from abuse and ridicule

of the children. Television mothers display verbal and physical affection

to their children, display concern, play with their children, comfort

and assist them, as well as discussing with their children a wide range

of concerns. Television mothers generally discipline in accordance

with middle-cla.s expectations. There were three violent acts perpetrated

by television mothers toward their children; but, again, the definition

of violence is quite broad so as to include spankings, slaps, and threats

of corporal punishment.

The middle class wife is a companion,to her husband. She shares her

activities, free time, and thoughts with him. She demonstrates an interest

2 0
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in his occupation, his problems, etc. Abuse,and ridicule of her husband

by the middle-class wife is atypical. Television wives behave in similar

fashion. They express concern for their husbands, display verbel and

phusical. affection, and joke and tease their spouse. Although television

wives also complain about their husbands, they, too, apologize for such

behavior. They also refrain from abuse and ridicule.

Television wives display concern for the management of the family

income and finances. These behaviors are expected according to the Hurvitz

sample.

Finally, the middle-class wife decides when the family is still

divided after a discussion. Although this sounds identical to the role

behavior of middle-class husbands, (how can there be two final decision-

makers?) Hurvitz notes that the middle-class wife "...is recognized,

acknowledged, and defeired to by her husband and children as the decision-

maker about family affairs" (1961: 178). Television wives are portrayed

as being equal to their husbands in making decisions. However, the role set

of Hurvitz's sample is almost identical (with the use of "deferred" instead

of "referred") to that of the middle-class husbands, though these writers

have reservations as to the accuracy of the clerical reporting of the

findings (the substitution of an "r" makes the reading identical to that of

the husband) . Nevertholess, assuming no typographical errors, two answers

are possible. On the one hand, the middle-class wife may actually be the

decision-maker in the family, or the husband and wife may have their own

arees of decision-making with the family decisions falling within the wife's

domain of responsibility. As noted previously, television families decided

issues in an equalitarian manner. Wives as well as husbands have an equal

voice on television. Each make decisions for and which affect the other

spouse.

As was true for television husbands, television wives display role

21
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behaviors that are generally consonant with middle-class expectations.

With-the noted exceptions, television wives are behaving according to middle-

class norms. Table III summarizes television wives roles as we'll as those of

middle-class wives.

Table III here
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Table III

Middle-class wives' role behaviors as compared to
television wives' role behaviors

MIDDLE-CLASS WIVES

Help Earn Living if Needed
Display Family Relipion
Care for Children's Routin& Needs

Do household chorns
Are Sexual Partne. to Hosband
Desire Children
Are Models of Women for Children
Assist Development of Children
Are Companions to Husbands
Assist in Managing Family Income
Are Decision Makers

TELEVISION WIVES

Woer because they want to
Do NOT Display Family Religion
Infrequently care for Children's

Routine Needs
Infrequently do household chores
Are NOT sexual partners
Desire Children
Are Model of Women for Children
Assist Development of Children
Are Companions to Husbands
Assist in Managing Family Income
Are Decision Makers
Complain about Husband
Display few Violent Acts
Display few extra-marital acts
Display Jealousy
Leave Spouse
Argue with Spouse

2 3
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The data derived from this content analysis are important in that

they can serve as the basis for several avenues of exploration- Although

they were derived-from fictionaf-tel8V-ision programs, the content may be per-

ceived to be real by many viewers. The similarity and consistency of

television's portrayals bf marital and familial acts with those of a

middle class inventory of such role behaviors add credence to such

assumptions. To the degree that viewers perceive televised role behaviors

to be realistic, they can serve as behavioral models. Viewers might use

such television programs aF a source of solutions to marital and familial

problems.

Another area of interest centers on television as a socializing

agent. It may be possible with greater geographical distances and

changing times and ideas between the family of procreation and the family

of orientation that television provides a model for marital and familial

interaction? What are the relationships between the amount and type of

television viewing and marital happiness? What are children learning from

television's portrayals of marital and familial life? What are the effects

of such viewing on children in the anticipatory socialization aspects?

Many such research problems remain to be explored; hopefully this exploratory

study can generate attempts to provide some answers.
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